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Lecturer: Montenegro 13 Oct. 1965 

Quiz next session. 

A Best work today on TU development in Latin America is Victor Alba's. 
The Frederich Eh.ort Foundation has also published something in German 
which . ~s expected soon to be translated into English: Der Gevertschacte 
n en Latin-Amerika. 

In many countries there has been a decline in an overall sense in 
percentage of ])asic industrialization. Since 1945 ·there has been a 43o/o increas 
in poulation. The agrarian poulation continues to grow but at an apparently 

. reduced -rate due to extent of immigartion to -cities and higher rural infant 
mortality rates. The extent of underdevelopment and unskilled unemployment 
allows a mere subsistence level of existence. The principal provider is often 
the woman. not the man and this is traditional in Indian societies where the 

/ ladie~ worked while the men hunted and_wa~red. This tradition is o~ten car~ied 
_over 1nto urban areas. In perhaps a llla) or1. ty of the La. Am. countr1.es marr~ago 

as a legally recognized compact is the exception rather than the rule desp1.te 
the exist ence of real warmth in many cases. There is more mobility today than 
ever before in 1. Am. society even from one agricultural area to another. 

The unskilled unemployed are an increasing phenomenon as society 
demands greater aptitudes and sophistication of the labor force. In Venezuela, 
skilled and semi-skilled workers are still being imported from Spain & Italy • 

. 1 Latin American ·unions have not gone in for vocational training. The 
~ingle outstanding exception is the Argentine where the RR Workers union ~ 

operates 25 schools with good instructors and government examiners. In Peru, 
vocational school training is primarily government controlled. 

Monteneg_ro suggested that TU' s should do more in developing vocational 
training. 

· . Generally speaking, the unskilled unemployed live by their wits. Read 
t;\OJTel of Brazilian favelas which is actually biographical by Maria Carolina 

. (Jesus entitled "Child of the Dark" which has also appeared as a pocket-book 
in English. 

11ontenegro estimates that from 1/10 to 1/4 of L. Ams. live · on the 
edges of the economy on a bare survival level. 

In L. Am., services lead industry in employment. The services include 
both professional and corrunercial taken together. Many Trade Unions began in 
the service sectors of local economies. The extent of supply of unskilled. 
~abor has served to undermine TU organizational efforts. The constant flow 
of rural people into the cities undermines trade union demands. See U_.S. 
Senate Document 125 entitled -"National Manpower Studies in Latin America". 
The marginal labor force sometimes seeks protection in political power or 
goverr~ent to help maintain its precarious economic situation. Employers 
sometimes encourage a more rapid turnover of their employees to prevent the 
"~'~ado T:nions from crystallizing. 
ab ' 

Social Security laws in some L. Am. countries are counter productive 
to what their drafters intended. In one c. Am. country, for example, workers 
cannot become eligible for social security co~erage until they have been 
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on the job 100 days . Since the coverage would cost the employer money, he 
fires them on th e 99th day. Question must then arise: What leverage do the 
T. U. ' s really have w11.en the secur l ty of their own members is so tenuous? In 
order to i ncrease their security , the T.U.'s tend to subordinate them~elves t o 
political interests thereby defeating t heir own efforts to maintain real 
i ndependence because they become politically obligated. 

While it is true" t:hat the ·Gross National Product is rising · in L. Am. as 
a whole, it is not an accross the board increase. In other words, while the 
rich get richer the poor are being squeezed. harder. The- breakdown of the GNP 
definitely shows very bad distribution. . . 

1v1ontenegro calls for enough autonomy' by T .U' s in L. Am. to give them 
choice of action. There is a tendency at stratification of working classes 

tween the labor aristocracy and lowest masses whi ch t ends to reproduce the 
lf between various layers resulting in vested interest clashes and a lack 

of communication. The upper layers of the working mass tend to become 
aconservative and keep things in a status quo. White collar workers who regard 
['Wiithemsel ves as belonging to lower mid.dle class since they possess rudiments of 

education, ar:e peculiarly receptive to a nationalistic appeal. It was from -
this social starta that Adolf Hitler himself sprang along with most of his 
early supporters. This "crisis strata" includes some university students and 
some organized labor groups leaders. Therefore, this strata is a new source of 
leadership and part of its identification is with nationalism. Nationalism has 
been a factor in government-labor relationships in some countries for quite a 
time, e.g. Art. 123 of the Mexican Constitution needed to provide nationalistic 

everage against foreign capital by political p ~otection of their role. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

New Assignment: 

1) Poblet Troncoso, Ch. 2. 

2) Council on Foreign Relations. "Social Changes in Latin America 
today 11 (Random House, 1960) Paperback, the Ch. by Richard Hatch. 

e 3) George M. Foster, "Traditional Cultures & Impact of Technological 
Change." 

4) John Johnson, Edit., Ch. 1, 11 Continuity & Change in Latin Americ·a", 
Wagley on the peasant and Richard Adams on Rural Labor. 

5) Ch. 7, Frank Bonilla, 11 Urban Worker" in · Johnson~s Book. 

6) R.J. Alexander, 11 Communism in Latin America 11
, published in 1957 

7) Poppino of Univ. California, "Latin American Coiliilunism". 

8) R.J. Alexander, Annals of Academy of . ,"Labor & ~nter-
American Relati ons (Vol. 334, March 1951). .;._ ___ _ 

9) Mich. State Univ., "Educational Institutions and International 
1962 • . 

10) U.S. Senate, Comm. on Foreign Affairs (1960)"U.S. Business & 
Labor in Latin America" 

11} Miles Galvin, "Unionism in Latin America," Bulletin 45 of N.Y. 
State School of Industrial & Labor Relations," Cornell U. 1962 
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13) Labor & P0 litics, Cuba and Venezuela, U.S.D.L •• Labor Statistics, 
abor In Cuba, May 1957 

14) Poblete Troncoso, pp. 94-96, 107-128 
~~' ~-J 

15) U.S.D.L., Labor Law & Practise in Venezuela", 1962 
. . . ... . - "' 

16) R. Alexander, "The Venezuelan Revolution." 

17) Mexico, "A Party & Labor11
• Poblete, Troncoso, pp. 97-107. 

18) U.S.D.L., B.L.S., Labor in Mexico (May, 1958) 

. 19) Labor in Evolution, Argentina, 

e" ( 1962). 
See R.J. Alexander, "Labor Relations in Brazil, Argentina and Chile 

20) . Poblete Troncoso. pp. 42-58. 

21) Dept. Labor, B.L.S., June 1959, "Labor in Argentina." 

22) T. R. Filliol, "Social Change in Economic Development- The 
Argentine Case", M.I.T., 1961. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
There is a tremendous geog~aphical variety in L. Am. involving 

climate, topography, everything. It is an area in violent transition and "much 
more complex than emerging colonial countries." It is "a ~ase of almost 
imperceptible change over a long period of time followed· . suddenly by a crash 
of change." Crisis points: 

1) .Youth & Older Generation, the firs.t hardly speak the same 
language as these last. e 

2) Mass organizations are typically weak., Cooperatives & 
T.U. 's are no~ structurally strong or consistently strong in their leadersh~p. 
Add also, Communist influence especially since WW II. 

3) Non-governmental organizations, including the T.U. 's depend 
on Government patronage, an organically paternalistic system, therefore. Quite 
distinct from Notthern European concepts of society. 

4) There is a general acceptance in L. Am. tJ1at society is an 
organic whole. 'Then Catholic leaders talk of pluralism they mean something 
different tlan a system of checks and balances as visualized in Anglo-Saxon 
countries. Fr. Vckemens and ·Pdt. Frei speak of T~U.•s as part of 11 pluralistic 
" aspects of society as they would like to see it developed. _The Christian 
Democratic view is removed from the corporate state .idea of a patrenalistic 
society. 

e It must be remerrlbered tl1at in L. Am., intellectual influences carried 
over from a feudal society (e.g . Loi Chapellier of 1791). F@w countries have 

' really rtreated from their anti-union position of the 19th Century. TJ1is is 
consi stent with traditi onal ideas of St9.tism Paternalism,bDirectcd Individ-

(J ualism. Ideas of Enlightenment made thcnr waj 1nto L. Am. ut 1 t 11as .n een 
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said of Bolivar that "he spoke the right words of free men but never 
really quite understood them." Essentially, Bolivar was an authoritarian. 

The crisis that has seized all of Latin America is a result of 
divergent factors. Growing awareness of changes, leadership vacuwn, results 
of inaction, .i~abiii~y to take action, lack of experience in takirg action, 
use of resort to rhetoric instead of action which results in mounting 
pressures against existing institutions. Obviously, the concept ~f 
Chri~tian charity extended individually is no longer suffiGient and the 
Church has been in the forefront in seeking new answers and more active 
responses. 

Economic profile of L. Am. ---- THERE IS NO cm1MON TRADING AREA YET,_ 
REALLY. There are no uniform policies from country to country. Even 
excluding Communist Cuba, it· is still difficult to make economic 
comparisons. There is an enormous lack of reliable statistics. This, even 
in the more advanced countries. The way stati'stics are prepared in some 
countries, especially for submisiion to the U.N., are "absolutely incred
ible." There is no real consensus on how to resolve the basic problem. 

PREBISCH: Argentine economist who organized. the conference of under
developed countries. He seeks the establishment of a third force in the 
economic sense by searching out a solution based on isolation from.the 
U.S. & Western as well as Communist economic blocs. He wishes to see the 
underdeveloped nations unite economically. He visualizes his plan in two 
parts and inflation as necessary to its development. 

a) Concept of inflationary development. 

b) State planning & control 
to State socialism. 

These features predominate: 

• • • in other words a·pointing 

!)Emphasis on State participation · in developing economic 
processes. 

2) Concentration on industrialization which is often not 
very well thought out. 

3) The general idea that you need heavy industry,- ste~l 
plants in the Altiplano concept. 

industry 

4) One export crop economies. 

5) A tendency towards either state or private monopoly in 
instead of diversity of ownership. ·. 

6) A Lack of any real planning which is only now being. 
gradually overcome. 

f) A tendency to overemphasize larger basic industries 
to the disadvantage of native industries which might be able to build up 
an export industry posses-sing competefti ve possibili ti~s. 
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8} In modern society there is now something of a revulsion . 
against mass-produced articles and there is a subsequently an increasing 
market for hand made and wrought articles of wood, stone, metal, etc. 

9) There is a shortage of middle-level manpower. There is a fair 
suppl:y: of engineers but few for~men. In short, "A shortage of sergeants 
of industry." .. 

10) An attempt to create a full-blown and sophisticated ~nfra
struc~ure of society at the beginning of the industrialization process 
in brand new ind~strios. 

11) Small internal markets, very little bu~ing power of people, 
only a tiny market for luxury goods. 

12) A lack of entrepreneural talent. 

13) Lack of upper level administrators & managers • 

. 14) The University student considers himself entitled to a 
niche in society as of the moment he graduates whereas in the U.S. it is 
not without due reason that graduation is called comnencement. 

15) Bad educational orientation, too many lawyers and experts on 
literary matters. 
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